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I
Introduction

While conversion, forced baptism, inquisition and censorship have occupied the centre stage of studies on early modern Christian-Jewish relationships, less attention has been given to the more creative results of vicinity, physical encounters and cultural exchanges between Jews and Christians during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Harder for the specialist in religious history or philosophy to detect, more diffusedly or randomly transmitted than written testimonials inscribed into the Tanakhic, Talmudic or Kabbalistic tradition, are manifestations of literary exchanges and cross-fertilisation shaped within a non-institutionalised culture of heterodox circles; indeed, to date they linger out of sight, and therefore, of historical understanding. This article treats some such realities of intellectual life in the Venetian Ghetto during the first half of the seventeenth century.

We shall focus, therefore, on writings of two main actors in that space at that time: the first actor is the well-known rabbi Leone Modena (1571-1648), the second actor is the Accademia degli Incogniti, founded by Gianfrancesco

Loredan (b. 1607) and active between c. 1628 and Loredan’s death in 1661. While Modena is famous for his extraordinary autobiography and for his contributions to the debates on Kabbalah as well as to the reform of Jewish sacred music through his collaboration with composer Salamone Rossi, his documentary trail is not adequately explored, and his relation to the bibliophile and literary world of his times, has been ignored. This article begins an analysis of these topics to


3. Issuing from different presentations at meetings of the Renaissance Society of America: Italian Explorations of the Creative Void. The Afterlife of Ficinian Concepts in Late 16th- and Early 17th-Century Academies, RSA 54th annual meeting, Session: “Marsilio Ficino: Sixteenth-
be advanced in further papers. Respecting the Incogniti Academy, my 2012 article launched this research on the influences of Jewish connections and readings into Judaism on the Academy’s publications. For its continuation, thanks are due to Harvard University Villa I Tatti for its fellowship of 2012-2013, work titled *The Accademia degli Incogniti, their «Discorsi» and their Jewish connections*, wherein I was able to uncover exactly these connections – a network stretching out from Spilimbergo to Venice, Rome and Paris – and the literary compositions that carry their traces. The creative centre of these connections was the Venetian Ghetto. Within and without the Ghetto, the semi-official or unofficial circle of intellectuals called *Accademia degli Incogniti* and rabbi Leone Modena were meeting together as early as from 1628, and perhaps before. They read aloud their texts, which were of experimental character and, as we shall see, in the


course of the relationship built further on a specific strand of Italian academy literature.

What can we learn from these literary creations? I contend that Jewish-Christian relationships as they unfolded in intellectual life of early-seventeenth-century Venice shared an impulse to adapt theology and religious life to changing European realities, outlooks and relationships. The literary compositions that I will discuss show how exchanges between Venetian Jews and Christians had already inspired hybridisation of culture, and also how such new expressions now (ca. 1635) became emancipatory tools of an intellectual milieu wherein the trans-cultural largely overlaid different contending religions. The character of these expressions was of fundamental importance; what exactly do we mean when we talk about «literary creations of the accademie» – which creations, and which academies? Answers to those questions will allow us to analyse the documents pertaining to Leone Modena’s musical Academy and situate its activity in the specific context of the academies that interest us, and their literary and musical productions. This will cause us to consider in detail two principal themes of these circles in which Jews and Christians took part: the (im)mortality of the soul and republicanism – themes that were moulded into philosophical debates themselves interwoven with artistic (musical and pictorial) and literary creations, thus conducing to publications characterised by variatio, overarched by cultural hybridism.

2

Venetian Academies and Imprese

Of Italian Academies, those of Venice included, not all were literary. Some had no statutes, no rules, and left us no archives. Considerable research now justifies here my affirmation of a coherence and tradition within a certain group of Veneto academies. Not only did members migrate from one

5. Peter Burke applied the notion of cultural hybridisation to Renaissance culture. The metaphorical hybridisation here intended suggests a situation to which individuals of different local cultural tradition contribute, through exchanges, while continuing within their track, now influenced by these meetings. Thus, these observations do not validate the suggestion that cultural hybridisation leads to obliteration of religious identity. The research here presented is a case of inter-culturality, the input of two different and interacting organisms, themselves already inscribed in plural dynamics, while issuing from local traditions of cultural expression. Cfr. P. Burke, Hybrid Renaissance. Culture, Language, Architecture, Central European University Press, Budapest 2016; D. Ruderman, Early Modern Jewry. A New Cultural History, Princeton University Press, New Jersey, Woodstock, Oxfordshire 2010. Given that the concept of hybridisation originated in biology to describe offspring of parents of “different species” the metaphor “hybrid” can reawaken illusions about original purity of parentage; its use in cultural history has thus attracted over-wrought criticism. For an anthropological critique of the idea of “métissage”, “créolisation” and hybridity, and “l’hypothèse de l’appropriation de signifiants globaux par des signifiés particularistes ainsi que celle de la triangulation des cultures”, see J.-L. Amselle, Métissage, branche ment et triangulation des cultures, in “Revue germanique international”, n. 21, 2004, on-line since 19 September 2011, last consulted 30 August 2017: http://rgi.revues.org/994.
academy to another within this group; a literary coherence demonstrably persists from the 1550s until the 1650s, from Brescia and the Occulti Academy, Padua and the Eterei, to the Paduan Ricovrati and the Venetian Incogniti Academy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mantua</th>
<th>Padua</th>
<th>Venice-Brescia</th>
<th>Padua</th>
<th>Venice</th>
<th>Ghetto Venice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Invaghi</td>
<td>Eterei</td>
<td>Dubbiosi -‘Palesi’ -Occulti</td>
<td>Ricovrati</td>
<td>Incogniti</td>
<td>Sara Copio Sullam Circle and Impediti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1562-</td>
<td>1563-</td>
<td>1540-</td>
<td>1599-1600</td>
<td>ca. 1628-1661</td>
<td>ca. 1620-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Occulti circle, as I have recently explained, involved Jewish contacts and learning that nourished its writings, writings that show an interest in this Hebrew learning and a wider interest that might be called orientalist in general, turned toward non-Christian and non-Latin sources. Some seven decades later, the Incogniti frequented intellectuals from the Venetian Ghetto, from whom they solicited knowledge and also manuscripts and antiquities. This orientation toward what they thought of as treasuries of the Ancient, associated with prisia theologia, unknown scientia and arcane wisdom had found its place in what was, perhaps paradoxically, the creation of an innovative art-form that combined images (engravings), prose, poetry and songs, more specifically


7. See the observations in my Carriers, Companions, Accomplices and my forthcoming Réforme, messianisme et divination dans les marges vénitiennes. Empreintes et emprunts orientaux dans la production littéraire de Brescia, XVIe-XVIIe siècle, in Fortunato Martinengo: un gentiluomo del Rinascimento fra arti, lettere e musica, a cura di E. Selmi, M. Bizzarini, Morcelliana, Ateneo di Brescia, Accademia di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti, Brescia.
madrigals\(^8\), while hinting at new forms of knowledge\(^9\). This creation was their *impresa* literature.

In particular to these academies, not only the name of the academy itself, but the academy pseudonym of each individual member, received its proper *impresa*. The *impresa* was a literary genre. It was meant to summarily apprehend, to encapsulate, the life of the person or *persona* represented and to do it in an artistic, visual and poetical way. Several 16\(^{th}\)-century writers conceived and wrote rules for an *impresa* – Girolamo Ruscelli (Viterbo, 1500/1518-Venice, 1566)\(^{10}\), and Paolo Giovio (Como, c. 1483-Florence, 1552)\(^{11}\). The literary *imprese* derived from a court culture in which, by the beginning of the 16\(^{th}\) century, the heraldic sign on the courtier's hat – the *impresa* (French: *devise*; coat-of-arms) sign of chivalric order – evolved into a *concettismo* and the art of enigmas, the creators of which used pseudonyms and symbolism. Thus, documents from the Mantuan Accademia degli Invaghiti, founded in 1562, tell us that its members wore the academy *impresa* on a necklace and that the *Invaghiti* formed a «chivalric order» recognised by Pope Pius IV in 1564\(^{12}\). By the end of the 16\(^{th}\) century, the *Invaghiti* Academy would engage Jews, Salamone Rossi among them, for their theatre-music productions, about which more below.

The *impresa* – not to be confounded with an emblem, which is intended to represent a universal truth – should combine the persona-name, its motto in Latin, Greek or Hebrew, an engraving representing the image of a non-human figure, and an explanation or illustration in prose or poetry\(^{13}\). The engraving should depict a bizarre non-human scene; to this engraving appends a motto and the alias of the Academician to whom this *impresa* pertains. In the analogical effort congenial to their mentality, the *imprestas* identified the engraving, the image, with the body, and the motto with the soul, the explanation or illustration with experience. Thus, the *impresa* of the *Occulti* Academy exhibited here below is a *mise-en-abyme* (like a Russian or matryoshka doll) of this concept of an *impresa* as a human being that needs to be “decrypted”, body and soul; it hides a meaning that one must *read into*.


The Occulti’s motto is *Intus non Extra* («from within, not from without»), of which the first layer of reference is the Silenus’s body, the Dionysian half-goat and half-human figure in which resides the truth, the occult. Plato articulates this idea in his discussion of Alcibiades, a theme and motif that Erasmus and others had already famously taken up¹⁴. Throughout their *Rime*, the Occulti’s project is confirmed as one inspired by the *prisca theologia* of the Neo-Platonic corpus (mentioned earlier), importantly transmitted through Ficino. This inspiration contextualised with the background of their philo-Protestant milieu in which ran lively discussions on sacred eloquence – a spiritual liberation of the Word that would allow for a true *imitatio Christi* and a rhetoric that would be simple but “enriched by philosophical contents” –, discussions influenced by Geneva (Calvin)¹⁵.


To these, Speroni was among the first to contribute at the time of the Occulti’s most intense activity, ca. 1568. The Occulti Academy’s impresa shows the Silenus flanked by Bacchus and Apollo, representing respectively pastoral poetry (Bacchus) and the sonnet and music (Apollo), as well as animal nature and court culture. In the Occulti’s prose, the engraving and motto are further developed following the vectors of Hippocratic and Galenic humoralism: the different humours within the human body making up for that persona’s temperament are influenced by food and culture and echo nature (or the cosmos) as a whole (cf. tab. 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planet</th>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Humor</th>
<th>Temperament</th>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Bodily Organ</th>
<th>Qualities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>Sanguine</td>
<td>Air</td>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>Warm &amp; moist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>Yellow Bile</td>
<td>Choleric</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>Gall Bladder</td>
<td>Warm &amp; dry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>Black Bile</td>
<td>Melancholic</td>
<td>Earth</td>
<td>Spleen</td>
<td>Cold &amp; dry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>Phlegm</td>
<td>Phlegmatic</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Lungs/Brain</td>
<td>Cold &amp; moist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 The Soul Evolving through Pictures, Poetry, Madrigals

In connecting Modena’s musical Academy to this larger Italian culture, it is significant that the Accademia degli Occulti compositions were products of a court-culture wherein music was a quintessential ingredient. Amidst the poetry (rime) accompanying the impresa of a specific Occulto and the prose explanation, we find texts preceded by the indication «mad.», for madrigal, in between sonnets and episodes of pastoral drama. Recently, Marco Bizzarini made a strong case for situating the Rime degli Occulti in the context of musical production within the Brescian circle where women such as Barbara Calini, Veronica Gambara and Maura Martinengo Gonzaga («trait d’union between Brescia and Mantua») played a big role as composers and patrons-dedicatees. Just such a musical component resided in this Brescian circle from its earliest days, as the short-lived Dubbiosi Academy under Fortunato Martinengo, then probably continued as the Palesi («the visible»; possibly an ironic comment on the Dubbiosi’s brief moment) before becoming the Occulti. The musical interest took other forms in the various academies in the Veneto region listed above, a network in which Jews participated. It is important to keep in mind how these groups interrelated

16. Ibid. Members of the Occulti circle frequented Sperone Speroni in Padua.
17. Bizzarini, La vera identità di Barbara Calini, cit., p. 578.
through patrons, active members, and the academies’ respective intellectual programs.

The Mantuan Accademia degli Invaghiti, in which Salamone Rossi (c. 1570-1630) became involved, came into being in 1562, its founder Giulio Cesare Gonzaga. The Invaghiti contracted with Jews to create their productions, Salamone Rossi and the playwright Leone de’ Sommi among them.

With the rise to prominence of Salamone Rossi, the importance of Jewish musicians for the musical life of the city seems to have reached a high point; Rossi’s name appears in court payment documents, and he seems also to have been in charge of a troupe of travelling musicians with something of a local reputation. Other Mantuan Jewish musicians in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries included Rossi’s sister “Madama Europa”, Davit da Civita (whose Premitie armoniche was dedicated to the then Duke of Mantua), and Allegro Porto. [There was significant] Mantuan patronage of music and the arts as Gonzaga patronage is not an exaggeration, sponsorship as existed elsewhere in the city was supported by Gonzaga interest and Gonzaga money.

Rossi’s polyphonic music was defended by, and probably directly inspired by, rabbi Leone Modena. Morosini’s Via della fede tells us that «around 1628» Leone Modena was directing his musical academy, and Don Harrán reminds us that Rossi was in Venice in 1628, to supervise publication of his Madrigaletti. These elements call for reconsideration also of Rossi’s (or Rossi’s and Modena’s) Songs through patrons, active members, and the academies’ respective intellectual programs.

19. This Academy obtained Papal privileges by a bull of 1564, for teaching (law, medicine, philosophy), as well as the recognition of their group as a chivalric order, suggesting at the same time Papal supervision. Documents list Scipione Gonzaga as an Invaghito. Nonetheless, in 1563 or 1564, Scipione joined the Accademia degli Eterei in Padua, where he had been a philosophy student since 1558 and became acquainted with Speroni. After the Elevati disbanded in 1560, this new Paduan Academy was organised, as testified by a letter from Sperone Speroni to Bartolommeo Zacco, dated 16 January 1563. It opened formally in 1564. In 1567, its twenty members, among which were Venetians, Paduans, two persons from Vicenza, one from Reggio and a Mantuan, published the Rime degli Academici Eterei in Venice, first dedicated to Margherita Valeria Duchess di Savoia, then, in 1588, to Scipione Gonzaga. Cfr. Maylender, Storia delle Accademie, cit., vol. 2, p. 319. So, the Gonzaga patrons were present in important circles in Mantua as well as Padua.


of Solomon, wherein, as Don Harrán stressed\textsuperscript{22}, the theme of the soul and its immortality are central\textsuperscript{23}.

Whereas the Invaghiti Academy developed as a centre of theatrical and musical composition and performance, exclusively literary preoccupations, as far as we know, dominated the Eterei Academy. Scipione Gonzaga had been a student in Padua from 1558. There, in 1564, he founded the Eterei Academy and introduced Torquato Tasso into this fortnightly assembly of young poets\textsuperscript{24}. Tasso’s contribution, consisting of 42 love-poems, has been termed a «minuscolo canzoniere»\textsuperscript{25}. In the words of Antonio Daniele it traces the «iter ideale di un animo innamorato»\textsuperscript{26} between passion, jealousy, hope and despair. The substructure of this iter ideale follows from the Intellect-Will couple congruent with Ficino’s depiction of the soul’s flight. At the Eterei Academy opening in 1564 Anton Francesco Doni dedicated to it his \textit{Pitture, Il Petrarca composto in Arquà}. In my judgment the \textit{Pitture} are a major source of the Eterei poems. Doni and the Eterei had in common a project, the erection of a temple, a \textit{teatro della Fama}, in honour of Petrarch who lived and died in Arquà and whose \textit{Trionfo della Fama} (1351) honours history’s great writers and philosophers\textsuperscript{27}. Doni’s \textit{Pitture} depict


\textsuperscript{23} Furthermore, Rossi’s title (Songs of Salomon) invokes a biblical book notably popular during the sixteenth century and especially within the heterodox circles of Brescia, Padua and Venice. Cfr. Chayes, \textit{Réforme, messianisme et divination dans les marges vénitiennes}, cit.

\textsuperscript{24} Gonzaga’s memoirs, the \textit{Commentarii}, tell that they “avoided obscene talk or themes that were already discussed in the scuole”. And that, in their rigorous selection, prose and Latin texts give way to poetry in the \textit{lingua toscana}. See Scipione Gonzaga, \textit{Autobiografia (Commentarii)}, intr. e trad. di D. Della Terza, Edizioni Panini, Ferrara 1987, “Liber primo”, pp. 12-3: «dopo riflessione apparve chiaro che le orazioni e discettazioni presentate dagli Accademici richiedevano una vigilanza censoria troppo più intensa del tempo disponibile venne stabilito di rendere pubblici solo i parti poetici in volgare e di escludere quelli in latino. Delle poesie in lingua volgare alcune furono rigorosamente selezionate e date con grandissima cura alle stampe».


\textsuperscript{26} Doni’s \textit{Pitture} depict

\textsuperscript{27} Cfr. Sonia Maffei in her edition of A. F. Doni, \textit{Pitture del Doni Accademico Pellegrino}, La Stanza delle Scritture, Napoli 2004, p. 131: «La dedica ai membri dell’Accademia degli Eterei manca nel manoscritto vaticano, che, come abbiamo detto, è dedicato a Luigi d’Este. Il brano ruota intorno alla figura della Fama, voltata con la sua “tromba sonora e chiara” a diffondere lodi e memorie degli accademici, chiamati a contribuire al progetto del “teatro” della Fama per
a palazzo on a mountaintop ascended by 42 steps to which associate vices and virtues. Halfway up is a loggia, its round gallery covered with images of works corresponding to these virtues. Doni calls those representations \textit{invenzioni}, inventions making abstract concepts visible and interrelated by a system of loci\textsuperscript{28}. In her \textit{Stanza della memoria} Lina Bolzoni has pointed out how Doni’s \textit{Pitture}, years later, still functioned not only as allegorical images «open to interpretation-games» – which often included numbers – but also as \textit{imagines agentes} used in «several real palazzi» and «iconographical contests»\textsuperscript{39}. Doni emphasises ingeniousness, non-imitative invention, grotesque and deforming images\textsuperscript{30}:

\begin{quote}
Quando si fabbricò la mia casa (per non dir palazzo) che fu in quel tempo, che il Gran Ficino fece fare il fondamento del suo Museo, io entrai in bizzarria di far dipingerla tutta di dentro, mosso dal suo dire, che cosí al suo palazzo voleva fare, sí che l’addornano con poca spesa, sí per mostrare nuove inventioni\textsuperscript{31}.
\end{quote}

In that Doni was born in 1513 and Ficino died in 1499, Doni seems to re-invent history as he exposit on the capriciousness of painting the interior of his own palazzo. In doing so he harkens to Ficino’s \textit{De vita}, book \textit{iii}, chap. 19, where he recommends one to

\begin{quote}
construct a chamber vaulted and marked with these figures and colours, and he should spend most of his waking hours there and also sleep. And when he has emerged (…) he will not note with so much attention the spectacle of individual things as the figure of the universe and its colors. But I leave this to those who make images. You, however, will fashion a better image within yourself when you know that nothing is more orderly than the heavens\textsuperscript{32}.
\end{quote}

The vaulted chamber is a memory that stores images and relates to the faculty of imagination, while recalling the divine, for «the soul journeyed with God» before its fall\textsuperscript{33}. Ficino talks about an \textit{imitatio}, the analogy between the heavens and the

Petrarca. Il procedimento richiama quello del \textit{Cancellieri} dove Doni ugualmente sceglie la Fama per dar voce al progetto del “tempio” petrarchesco».
\textsuperscript{29} Ivi, p. 209.
\textsuperscript{31} A. F. Doni, \textit{Pitture del Doni Accademico Pellegrino, nelle quali si mostra di nuova inventione: Amore, Fortuna, Tempo, Castità, Religione, Sdegno, Riforma, Morti, Sonno e Sogno, Huomo, Republica, e Magnanimità, divise in due Trattatti. Consacrati à gli Illustissimi Signori, i Sig. Academici Etenei}, Libro Primo, Gratioso Perchacinco, Padova 1564, f. 6r.
\textsuperscript{33} Cfr. Plato, \textit{Phaedrus} 249c-d: «Then a human soul may pass into the life of a beast, and a soul which was once human, may pass again from a beast into a man. For the soul which has never seen the truth can never pass into human form. For a human being must understand a general conception formed by collecting into a unity by means of reason the many perceptions of the senses; and this is a recollection of those things which our soul once beheld, when it journeyed with God and, lifting its vision above the things which we now say exist, rose up into
invention and ordering of images in ourselves; Doni presents us unpredictable, bizarre images – nuove inventioni, not-yet-seen inventions, often grotesque, unexpected media for Platonic ideas. The nexus relating Doni, the Eterei and the memory of Petrarch is cemented by Ficino’s interiorised imago and the Phaedran charioteer, his wings and steeds. The title-page engraving of the Eterei’s Rime represents the Academy’s impresa: a chariot heading heavenward drawn by two horses, one pulling down towards the lower world, the other up towards the sun. There enters the «vittorioso carro» of the soul in poems displaying spirits, the chariot, two wings (Will or desire, and Intellect), two horses (idem). In these ancient debates some gave supremacy to Will, others to Intellect. In simplified form, Intellect transforms reality; Will chases after it. Intellect relates to Truth, aspires to the universal, and to separation from objects, acts in an inner, enfolding motion, is related to sight and engenders visual metaphors. Will relates to the Good, is directed to the particular, to union with objects, acts in an outer, unfolding motion, relates to desire and engenders love metaphors.

real being. And therefore it is just that the mind of the philosopher only has wings, for he is always, so far as he is able, in communion through memory with those things the communion with which causes God to be divine. Now a man who employs such memories rightly is always being initiated into perfect mysteries and he alone becomes truly perfect; but since he separates himself from human interests and turns his attention toward the divine, he is rebuked by the vulgar, who consider him mad and do not know that he is inspired.

34. We remember the alternating Vice-and-Virtue steps leading to the gallery of images and, finally, the palazzo of the Pitture. This alternation echoes the Rime’s back-and-forth movement between the force of the black steed causing the soul’s fall and the force of intellect and will leading to its re-ascension. The scope of this article forbids a thorough analysis of the Eterei Rime’s structuring arithmetic, nevertheless my conclusion is that Tasso followed the structure of Doni’s Pitture and that the structuring thought was Ficino’s. The explicit references to him make coincidence implausible. The Pitture, we just learned, picture 42 steps leading to the mountaintop palazzo. Tasso contributed 42 poems to the Rime. As Michael Allen has shown in his Nuptial Arithmetic, Ficino’s Commentary on book eight of Plato’s Republic, 42 is the fifth spousal number as the outcome of 6 times 7, one of the important numbers structuring the material world; M. Allen, Nuptial Arithmetic. Marsilio Ficino’s Commentary on the Fatal Number in Book VIII of Plato’s “Republic”, University of California Press, Berkeley-Los Angeles-Oxford 1994. Let us notice among Doni’s Pitture an allegory of La Repubblica.


Each of our academies here adopted this master image of the soul’s two wings to express its ideas about the soul, cognition and the human condition. This image is a continuo in the publications from the Eterei and the Occulti on to the Incogniti.

The vittorioso carro of the soul also entered the salons of the Ghetto, and by dint of contact with Jewish texts and ideas, would eventually give rise to an altered conception of the soul, in the writings of the Incogniti Academy.

Thus, at the beginning of the seventeenth century, the Jewish poetess Sara Copio Sullam, who has inspired a fair quantity of studies and essays, became involved in philosophic debates with the Incogniti Ansaldo Cebà and Baldassare Bonifacio on the immortality of the soul. A careful reading of Bonifacio’s writings show Cebà and Bonifacio were protagonists, meeting in Sara Copio’s salon, in what was probably a precedent to the Accademia degli Incogniti.

is because it transforms reality «to a more [...] generic, motionless [...] more perfect condition», a benefit superior to Will’s dependence on reality, on objects, toward which it moves.


39. Ansaldo Cebà (d. 1623) is mentioned in the 1647 Glorie degli Incogniti as an Incognito, while there are no traces of the Academy before 1628. Although Cebà died in 1623, he is listed as an “Incognito” in the Incogniti’s Glorie (1647). As I have shown, this, along with evidence of the debates between Copio and Cebà and Bonifacio, strongly suggests that Copio gathered a circle around her and that the Venetians themselves considered this “salon” (at least in 1647) as the Incogniti Academy’s embryo. Cfr. Chayes, L’Accademia degli Incogniti: tra Talmud e Kabbalah, cit., pp. 74-5.

Incogniti. Moreover, Venetian rabbis such as Simone Luzzatto, Salomon Hai de Seraval and Isaiah ben Eliezer Ḥayyim Nizza were solicited by the Incogniti for learning and debate and were probably present at Academy meetings. Simone Luzzatto, rabbi at the Scuola Tedesca and a friend of Leone Modena, wrote a philosophic treatise, Socrate (Venice, Tomasin, 1651), 330 pages in-quarto, a work marked by the scepticism of his times, and, what is more, intersecting and overlapping largely with the Incogniti’s Discorsi Academici (1635). Luzzatto’s Socrate puts forward considerations about optics, on the limits of human reason, subjectivity of precision, free will of the individual soul and Aristotelian criticism versus rigorous Aristotelianism. These quite distinct features strongly suggest Luzzatto a habitué of the Incogniti Academy at Loredano’s palazzo, where he and the members read and debated their respective writings.

Combining this evidence with Leone Modena’s appropriation of the literary component of accademia-culture, which I will explain in the next chapter of this article, we can discern the longer continuity and wider nature of this joint participation in literary culture between Jews from the Venetian Ghetto and its Christian visitors.

4

A Jewish Academy Performing Polyphony in the Synagogue

Through a manuscript letter and a seventeenth-century printed source, historians already knew that rabbi Leone Modena directed a musical academy


43. See my L’Accademia degli Incogniti: tra Talmud e Kabbalah, cit.
in the Ghetto. From the early seventeenth century, Modena was involved in musical life. Around 1604 he was the teacher of a musical group in Ferrara. We already mentioned his friendship and role of protector vis-à-vis Salamone Rossi, who participated in Jewish theatre life of his town and also led his own musical company. For Rossi, Modena wrote a foreword to the Hebrew psalms Ha’Shirim asher li’Shlomo (The Songs of Solomon, Venice, 1622-1623). This foreword, a responsum (dating back to 1605), defended the introduction of polyphonic music in synagogue services.

In an article published in 1927-1928, Cecil Roth studied two key documents in a first attempt to adequately discover Leone Modena and his Accademia musicale. This attempt was followed up by, principally, Werner, Adler and Don Harrán. However, a re-examination of the sources shows it worthwhile to consider them anew, and to correct as well as complement some of Roth’s transcriptions and conclusions, later cited by others.

In his 1683 Via della fede, the Jewish-Christian convert Giulio Morosini – formerly Samuel Nahmias and pupil of Leone Modena – mentions Modena’s musical company. Others (primarily Roth, Werner and Adler), citing Morosini, explain that the Venetian accademia was founded by Jewish refugees from Mantua who fled the Mantuan War of Succession, 1628-1631. This arose on Vincenzio II of Gonzaga’s death, opposing the French Dukes of Savoy and of


45. See L. Modena, Igrot Rabi Yehudah Aryeh mi-Modena [Letters from rabbi Leone Modena], ed. by Y. Boksenboim, Tel Aviv University Press, Tel Aviv 1984, pp. 110-1.


Nevers; the House of Habsburg became involved; the ghetto of Mantua was sacked. The musical accademia rehearsed two evenings a week; Leone Modena was the maestro di cappella of this short-lived enterprise. The group performed an «extensive Hebrew musical repertoire of “musica figurata”, including compositions for double choirs», which called for instrumental accompaniment. To perform such a composition might require «several hours».

Although Don Harrán cited this text as well, it is useful to specify more precisely what Morosini’s text conveys. Morosini remembers that, around 1628, during the last evening of the Festival of Simchat Torah, Shemini Atzeret (Eighth day of Assembly), the Academy performed double choir compositions in Hebrew and the performance of these different liturgical songs took several hours («alcune hore della notte»). For this feast, two wealthy and beautiful people («ricche e splendide») from the community were chosen as “spouses” and one of them was part of the Accademia di Musica. Among the instruments that were brought into the synagogue was an organ, despite that, as a general rule, rabbis did not allow these. In the richly-decorated Scuola Spagnuola, the synagogue where Leone’s group performed, a great number of people, including non-Jews, gathered to attend a musical spectacle that amazed its audience and drew big applause:

on both evenings, that is, on the eighth holiday, Shemini Atzeret, and the Simchat Torah, Rejoicing of the Torah, they sang musica figurata in Hebrew, parting from the Arvith and different Psalms, and the Mincha, which is the Vesper of the last day with sacred music, which lasted several hours in the evening, attracted a lot of noblemen and -women and reaped big applause, such that it was necessary to have many officers and guards at the doors, so that things passed quietly. Among the instruments was an organ, brought into synagogue, which the rabbis didn’t give permission to play, an instrument that one usually plays in our churches. But what? This all was a hay-fire, the Academy didn’t live long and the music returned to what it was before.

The second testimony is included in Leone Modena’s manuscript Or. 5395, a collection of letters and poems that was formerly part of the British Museum Oriental collection (Hebrew and Samaritan Manuscripts) and is currently held by the British Library. His letter comes down to us only in draft form. Israel Adler reconsidered a transcription of the draft letter first published by Cecil Roth in 1928. To Adler it suggests that Modena inscribed his musical Academy into

49. «le due sere cioè nell’ottava della festa Shemini Nghatzèret [sic], e Allezgerza della Legge, si cantò in musica figurata in lingua Ebraica parte della Ngharbìth [sic], e diversi Salmi, e la Minchà, cioè il Vespero dell’ultimo giorno con musica solenne, che durò alcune hore della notte, dove vi concorse molta nobiltà di Signori, e di Dame con grand’applauso, si che vi convenne tenere alle porte molti Capitani e Birri, acciò si passasse con quiete. Tra gli’istromenti fu portato in Sinagoga anche l’Organo, il qual però non fu permesso da i Rabbini, che si sonasse per essere instromento che per ordinario si suona nelle nostre Chiese. Ma che? Tutto questo fù un fuoco di paglia, durò poco l’Accademia, e la Musica, si ritornò al pristino» (Morosini, Via della fede, cit., p. 793).
50. Some decades earlier, around 1605, Modena had been part of a similar musical association, as testified by his letter to Judah Saltari da Fano, then rabbi in Venice.
the existing Italian academy culture⁵. Subsequent scholarship did not enquire further. This transcription⁶, however, required correction – see my edition at the end of this article.

5

From Diaspora to Ghetto to Academy:
Rabbi Leone Modena’s Impresa

The letter clearly shows a bipartite structure. The first part can be seen as a descriptio of the impresa, the second part as the impresa’s subscriptio, or glose.

**Impresa of Leone Modena’s Musical Academy**

**NAME:** Accademia degli Impediti
(Academy of the Incapacitated)

**ENGRAVING:** tre salici con molti libretti di musicanti, istumenti da suono appesi
(three poplar trees on which hang many musical scores, and wind-instruments)

**MOTTO:** Cum recordaremur Sion
(expresses the concept of Psalm 136)

**SUBSCRIPTIO:** l’infelice stato della captività nostra…
(the unfortunate state of our captivity)

An attentive reader will remark how the author invested in the letter’s compositional effectiveness, its topical organisation and its rhetorical economy. The first phrase of part one (the first paragraph) explains that his musical academy meets so infrequently that it no longer deserves to be called an academy. In the final phrases of the second part, the conclusion of the letter, the rabbi asks his – as yet unidentified – addressee for reinforcements in the form of composers. In between the leading and concluding phrases, the letter enlivens the memory of his musical academy as well as the hope of reanimating it under rabbi Leone’s own direction. Starting from phrase two, Leone presents his Academy through the descriptio of its impresa, which did not come down to us in any form other than this letter. He immediately applies the rules of the impresa: the depiction is accompanied by a motto and the Academy’s name: the Accademia degli Impediti, the Academy of the Hampered – and not the Imperiti, as suggested per Cecil Roth’s transcription. The image: «three poplars, musical libretti, and wind instruments hanging onto those trees»⁷. The motto: «Cum recordaremur Sion»,


⁷. The poplar trees (or willows) connote a long-standing metaphor for infertility, non-procreation and worthlessness. The four species of plant waved at Sukkot include the “willows of the brook”, which can be understood here as humility on the part of Leone, for the willow has neither odour nor taste; a midrash identifies this species of plant with a Jew without knowledge or achievements. The willow may also represent the “mouth” of the one who fulfils
Leone explains, is taken from the very well-known Psalm 136. We note that Leone cites the Latin version and takes the numbering from the Septuagint of the Sefer Tehillim, the Book of Psalms or Book of Praises, first book of the Ketouvim, instead of the Masoretic version of this component of the Psalms of Hallel, where this Psalm is numbered 137. Leone does not mention the Hebrew title, אל נחורות בבל (Al nabarot Bavel) – “By the rivers of Babylon”. For the contemporary Italian reader, in order to grasp the full meaning of Leone’s letter, it was of primordial importance (1) to be acquainted with the verses «By the rivers of Babylon we sat and wept when we remembered Zion (we sat and wept as we thought of Jerusalem) / There on the poplars we hung our harps», and also (2) to be aware that the psalm occupies a place within the multi-faceted composition of the impresa that Leone presents to his readers.

The explanation, part 2 of the letter, the impresa’s gloss or subscriptio. The rabbi elaborates on themes of exile and suffering and hope of harmony and fecundity. In Judaism, the willow associates to prayers for elimination of sin and for rain on Hoshana Rabba, the last day of Sukkot: Shemini Atzeret, the Eighth day of Assembly, on which rabbi Leone’s musical academy would perform in the Venetian Scuola Spagnuola. His explanation of the academy’s impresa involves three personifications:

1. the group making up the Ghetto’s orchestra (the Accademia degli Impediti);
2. the Jews of Venice and
3. all diaspora Jews past and present, the «we» that «sits by the rivers of Babylon».

This impresa evokes directly the relationship Modena-Rossi and their artistic collaboration. Of course, the suffering and melancholic singing within the Jewish diaspora echoes Modena’s 1605 responsum on the issue of polyphonic (art) music in the synagogue: the rabbis’ prohibition of this music, he says, «lies in the destruction of the Temple and the dispersion of our people: how can we rejoice while our Holy Sanctuary lies fallow and we are in dispersion?». More concretely related to that collaboration, we recall that Rossi wrote a musical composition for the Al nabarot Bavel psalm, as one of the thirty-three works for eight voices published in 1623, his sole collection of Hebrew songs, the already-mentioned Ha’Shirim asher li’Shlomo (Songs of Solomon). These songs were «meant to be performed in the synagogue on festivals and special Sabbaths the commandment concerning the fours species, and other midrashim abound on this ritual. Here, Leone Modena’s Academy offers an example of a literary impresa that distinguishes itself from the emblem in that it conveys the truth about the particular instead of pertaining to a universal truth. It refers back to symbols “archived” by emblem literature, however, delving into Greek, Roman and biblical sources for their images and symbolism. Alciato’s emblems published in Lyon under the title Diverse imprese (1551) and is denoted as follows: «L’Infruttoso Salice s’aguilia/ A l’huom, che molto ardisca, e nulla vaglia» (p. 189). This harks back to Homer, Odyssey, 10, 510; Pliny, Historia naturalis, 16, 46, 110; 31, 13, 16; Ovid, Metamorphoses, 15, 322 and Erasmus, Parabolaes, 15.3 and 16.110, in Collected Works of Erasmus, Literary and Educational Writings i: Antibarbari/Parabolaes, ed. by C. R. Thompson, University of Toronto Press, Toronto-Buffalo-London 1978, p. 265 and p. 268.
and, where suitable, in confraternities or for private and communal events. Inaugurating the modernity of Hebrew texts in polyphonic setting, they would become «the cornerstone of Hebrew art music for the synagogue». In Leone’s introduction to the 1622-3 edition of Rossi’s songs, he reminds us that Rossi added somewhat of the secular to the sacred of the psalms and songs of praise, «when people sang them and took pleasure in these delights». Although, as Don Harrán points out, many questions pertaining to the conception of these compositions, as well as their reception, remain open, there is now substantial evidence for a collaboration between Rossi and Modena, who «strengthened and supported the composer in their preparation and who oversaw their printing and undertook their proofreading». We may now, however, obtain a more precise idea of the nature of their collaboration.

This letter exhibits Leone Modena communicating with colleagues through devices of literary culture, a culture learned Jews of his time shared with Christians of learning, a culture that in fact had developed and been transmitted in heterodox circles since several decades. One cannot say that this literary culture was Christian – elsewhere I have explained that, by its mandatory reference to the particular and contextual the impresa genre turned away from Christian orthodoxy. The impresa was a genre wherein natural language is replaced by artificial language, re-invented, original.

Modena’s impresa-image issues from a concept, the idea of an infelice stato di captività, a conceptual image that invites synthesised perception of its cognitive content: the specific infelice stato of the musicians of the Accademia degli Impediti, that of the Jews of the Venetian Ghetto and that of Jewish people in diaspora. Assuming this impresa was shared with the Incogniti during their gatherings, it is not hard to see how it integrated into their wider political debates and writings. As a matter of fact, the compositions that the Incogniti Academy brought forth intertwined with its function as a “laboratory” for political thought. That laboratory had its place in the Venetian Republic, for which Traiano Boccalini, for one, sounded the trumpet in his 1612 Raguagli di Parnaso. Remarkably, several texts convey that the Incogniti-circle appreciated the Venetian Jews’ self-government within the Ghetto as an example for the wider community. Do

54. Harrán, Salamone Rossi, the Mystery Man, cit., p. 6.
55. Harrán, A Tale as Yet Untold, cit., p. 1091.
57. «Yet what were the realities of this collaboration», such as the duration and chronology of their collaboration, cannot be detailed with precision of evidence; Harrán, Salamone Rossi, the Mystery Man, cit., p. 6.
58. See above on the impresa as a literary genre. Of course one should not forget the sixteenth century debates on the volgare, the vulgar tongue. Among the projects of the Italian academies mentioned here was a literature in the vernacular, as a valid language for literary composition and for studia humanitatis.
we here have a variant of the Israelite analogy, the ideal government as another Zion, cultivated by seventeenth-century Calvinists and Puritans? The reference to an existing reality, that of the Ghetto, and living Jews, contemporaries with whom the writers had in-vivo relationships, suggests something different from the Northern respublica Hebraeorum.

6

Republicanism through the Ghetto-Academy Mirror

Rabbi Luzzatto, mentioned earlier, wrote a Discorso circa il stato degli Hebrei, printed in 1638, that later inspired a discourse in defence of the Jewish community (arringa di difesa della Comunità Ebraica che tra il 1659/1660 rischiava l’espulsione dalla Serenissima), published by Miletto and Veltri. According to the latter the author of this Arringa was Gianfrancesco Loredano himself. It seems in any case likely that it was conceived in the context of the Academy, where its members elaborated the idea of the respublica at different levels of analogy.

The Accademia degli Incogniti represented itself as a Republic, which, as we will see, some of its members held to be the ideal form of government. In the 1643 Bizzarie academiche, Gianfrancesco Loredano insists on the two-fold function of the Academy. The interests of the latter go hand in hand with those of the Venetian Republic. First, the Academy is nothing but an assembly of Worthies passing their time looking for virtue and happiness. Second, the chief obligation of its members is to flee from errors:

Qualcosa pregiudichi maggiormente alla conservazione dell’ Academie. Gli interessi d’un’ Academia, e quei d’una Republica, caminano per mio sentimento co i medesimi passi. L’Academia non è altro, che un’unione di Virtuosi per ingannar’ il tempo, e per indagare trà le Virtù la felicità; e la Republica secondo Platone est unio civium ad felicitatem.

Il primo obligo degli Academici è fuggire gli errori.

«Respublica, dice nel Dialogo della Republica, felix erit, si Philosophi regnabunt aut Reges Philosophentar»: Loredan cites Plato’s Republic, claiming the Republic


60. Loredano died on 31 August 1661, at Peschiera, Lake Garda; cfr. Carminati, Loredan, cit., p. 768.

61. Bizzarie academiche, s.e., Venezia 1643, p. 149. This edition of the Bizzarie had been preceded by that of 1634 (Parte prima, Steffano Curti, Venezia), that of 1638 (Giacomo Sarzina, Venezia), and that of 1640 (Dal Belpieri Cremona).
will meet happiness where Academicians will reign or kings, philosophise. The Republic is a school and academy meant to «erudire la propria anima nei discorsi dei Virtuosi». Already in the 1620s, the correspondence between Sara Copio Sullam and Baldassare Bonifaccio, their polemics on the immortality of the soul, clearly evidence this political component of their academy culture. Using Sara’s
family emblem, a scorpion, while taking it for an ant, Bonifaccio tries to construe what seems a *persona* of Sara, an *impresa*, the *subscription* of which explains her, the ant, as a society builder, the creator of an ideal form of government called Republic. Bonifaccio’s discussion with Sara *Dell’immortalità dell’anima* echoes his 1621 *Dell’Aristocratia discorso*, published also with Pinelli in 1620:

> Holding your letter into my hand and I see therein the symbol of the ant, which you wear carved into your seal – thus perhaps tacitly referring to [the example of] Lions and Eagles other people use [for their seals]64, I take this occasion to urge you, with Salomon65, to approach your ant, and while considering the movements of this little beast, learn from it wisdom. [...] Some Philosophers, admiring the marvellous industry of ants and bees, and considering to their much astonishment the particularly prudent arrangement of their well-ordered Republics, thought they must have an immortal soul. [...] The Isthmians used to sacrifice the ant to the Sun. And you, will you refuse to sacrifice the ant of your soul to that Father of Lights who made the Sun and the Dawn?

The background of this *glose* of Sara’s «impronto», her distinctive (family) device, which she wears as a seal-amulet, probably around her neck, is given by the same Bonifaccio in his nineteen in-quarto pages long *Dell’Aristocratia discorso* (1620). This treatise is dedicated, like the *Dell’immoralità*, to Domenico Molino (1572-1635)66, former *riformatore* (censor) at the *Studio di Padova*, who

---

62. Ivi, p. 150.
64. However, see Harrán, *Sara Copio Sullam*, cit., p. 305: «As I hold your letter in my hand and see on it the imprint of the ant, which you carry sculpted on your seal, as if you were lightly reproving others’ lions and eagles».
66. Bonifaccio would also dedicate, among other works, his 1632 *De Archivis* to Molino.
had just taken up his seat as Senator in 1618 and was to become a famous patron, correspondent of libertines like Loredan, but also of political thinkers from the North (Vossius, Barlaeus, Casaubon). Bonifacio builds on the analogy, richly furnished by literature from Plato to compilers like Valeriano, between the animal kingdom and the different forms of organisation of human society:

It is without doubt that ants govern themselves as in a Republic. Furthermore, we see clearly the distribution of responsibilities among them, the dividing of tasks, of community food, the assemblies, almost conversations, when they deliberate among themselves respecting public affairs. [...] That kind of Republic, our Nature, which is of utmost sensibility in all works, introduced in our souls, giving to intellect the responsibility of the Prince, to reason that of the Senate, to appetite that of the people, as all Platonists and especially Maximus of Tyre say. And this same form of government the Lord introduced among his people of Israel, as the great light Aquinas said. [...] Ants, as Valeriano tells us, bit a snake that was one of Tiberius’s delights. Ants are, as we said, in the Republic’s likeness, the snake is the symbol of Monarchy, of the type, however, that needs to reign over frogs, as in Aesop. Thus is Monarchy always corrosive of the free Nations. How much do we observe this in happenings of our times.


68. See Maximus of Tyre, Oration, 15, 4-5; Plato, Laws, 964d-965b.

69. See Valeriano, Hieroglyphica, cit., f. 58v, D, Multitudo inest: «Ferales etiam fuere Tiberio, quae serpentem ab eo in delitis habitum adhuc viventem corro ferre: nam aruspices cavendum sibi esse à multitudine respondenter».

70. See Aesop, Phaedri fabulae, I, 2: Ranae Regem Petunt (The Frogs who desired a King).
In an undated letter from Gianfrancesco Loredan to Udine’s *luogotenente* Andrea Bragadin (1606-1647) concerning rabbi Salomon Hai de Saraval (or Vita de Saraval, 1609-1687), Loredan praises the following qualities in the rabbi: his humbleness, his ability to preach with erudition and oratorical skills and his negotiation skills – as with the Venetian *Collegio* – not just for his own synagogue but for all society and public benefit:

Al Signor Andrea Bragadino. Udine.
Salamon Vitta Serravale Hebreo è un huomo, che merita la protettione d’ogn’uno. Gode il primato tra’ suoi, essendo Capo dell’Università co’l titolo di Rabbi. Predica con molta eruditione, e discorre con sodi fondamenti. Si lascia spesso vedere alle Porte dell’ Eccellentissimo Collegio, nelquale tratta negotii, non tanto per la sua Università, quanto a favore e del publico. Se ne viene egli costà a maneggiare certi interessi, e publichi, e particolari; onde hò voluto accompagnarlo con le presenti. Sò, che appresso V. Eccellenza si farà strada con l’ingenuità, e con l’humiltà, doti sue particolari e percio non sono necessarie le raccomandationi. Con tutto ciò la bontà, e la virtù meritano d’esser protette in qualunque soggetto, che si ritrovino. V. Eccellenza faccia a mia intercessione esperimentat’a quest’ huomo gli atti della sua gentilezza, e del suo amore; mentre io attestando le mie obligattioni le bacio riverente le mani. Venetia  

The self-image of the *Incogniti* Academy as a Republic is thus doubled by a Hebraic self-image, which would circulate widely and evolve in political thought of seventeenth-century England and the Low Countries. As several scholars pointed out, foremost among them Schama, the functioning of this Israelite analogy was most successful as “unifying bond” in the Dutch Republic  

In their *Discorsi* (1635), the Venetian patricians of the *Incogniti* Academy presented what stand out as rather original literary-philosophic elaborations of this ‘civic humanism’. In these *Discorsi*, collaboration and dialogue with Jews within the Academy become explicitly integral to the compositions. The *Discorsi* authors sometimes project, in a playful way, characteristics of the *imprese* to these texts, in which pictorial images are in fact absent (the subject of a future article in this series). In what follows I discuss one striking example of the way this publication engrosses the themes we have discussed. It will illustrate a high point in cultural hybridisation in and around the Venetian Ghetto.


The Incognito’s Body and Soul in a semi-Kabbalistic Demonstratio

A literary work, the Discorsi of the Accademici Incogniti, manifests new forms of culture and served its intellectual milieu as an emancipatory tool; one sees there, in literary compositions, assimilated strands of Hebrew learning. In their Discorsi of 1635, several members of this circle take up serious topics in the guise of ribaldry. Among these exhibitions we find one on Cursed cheese (Il formaggio biasmato), signed by Alessandro Gatti, who seems to be also discoursing on the human condition. In reality, he is discoursing on creation, space and time.

Once done with his philosophic demonstration contra cheese, Gatti proposes a scientific demonstration, which, near its conclusion, shifts to a semi-Kabbalistic demonstration. It is announced by allusions to alimentary rules, by citation of Job 10 and its interpretation, by the comparison with semen, and by supposed deformation of human body and disturbance of man’s soul caused by cheese. Gatti addresses his audience directly when he writes: «You are making me a Kabbalist».

Gatti talks about a practice that he calls trasmutatione, but is known in Judaism as midrash. In Talmudic and Kabbalistic writings, this is what scribes do when they “search out” the meaning of unvocalised Hebrew words and propose variant “readings” that the absence of vowels easily permits. Alessandro Gatti deploys this practice rather freely; he wants to move from cheese – or, more precise, the coagulating substance curd – to theft. From gevriinaah (cheese) he goes to geneeyvah (a stolen thing).

What is the idea? Curd “steals” (he uses the verb rubbare) the body’s «humido radicale» and bit by bit «la dolce e cara vita». From here he jumps to the domain of medicine, citing Hippocrates and Galen on the balance of bodily humours, which cheese dramatically disturbs. This associates to discussions on Aristotelean
ethics and the golden mean, which golden mean, by the way, Maimonides invokes on the first page of his revered codification of the Pentateuch, *Mishneh Torah*. Gatti makes clear that this *Discorso* is not about suffering, but about creation of man. The writer invokes Kabbalistic speculations in the Zohar on Creation and the three Hebrew appellations or *personae* of “soul” – *nefesh* (animal part, vital constituent), *ruah* (spirit, awareness), *neshama* (super-soul, intellect) –, and concludes with a facetious refutation of the World soul’s circular movement. The ideal cheese would not be round but square, thus assuring stability not movement. This imaginative, subversive, so-called midrash on the ideal world composition reminds us that the *Incogniti* themselves insisted time and again that their Academy was an ideal society, a miniature Republic. Meanwhile, they offered a workplace where they invented “new thinking”, perhaps less as Christians than as free-thinkers, open to new connections and methods. The waggish turns in this text do not prevent us from perceiving that this *Incognito* proposes another way of conceiving the human soul, in debt to Jewish sources. How the *Incogniti* elaborated their idea of the soul further into a Kabbalistic mould is the topic of another article. As I pointed out above, the *Discorsi*’s themes related to rabbi Luzzatto’s *Socrate*, which he initially might have intended to be read aloud and discussed during the *Incogniti*’s gatherings. In the same way, the *Socrate* shows kinship with Gianfrancesco Loredano’s ironic “romanzo” titled *L’Adamo*, not yet mentioned here: both works draw on major themes such as men’s *colpo-discolpo*, human reason and divine will. While discussing these topics, Loredano does not omit tongue-in-cheek allusions to contemporary politics and society. The life of *Adamo* blends sacred (biblical) history with popular (profane) tales; while a study of Loredano’s possible use of Jewish sources remains to be carried out, it is certain that this treatise was composed in the context of the *Accademia degli Incogniti*.

On the Jewish side, any researcher acquainted with different Venetian archive collections pertaining to Jews will confirm that these testify to the full evolution of the Jewish self-government (*natione*) during the first half of the seventeenth century. I mean, in a political, juridical and social sense. Jewish societal and juridical systems – those interior to, ruling within the Ghetto – were evolving by negotiation with the majoritarian political and juridical systems around them. Jews were trying to secure their own European position, presence and patrimony that was neither identical to, nor inferior to that of Christians (an equivalence of course conceptual to some degree). Equivalence differs from a claim to item-by-item equality under the law. The literary culture discussed here allowed *Incogniti*

---

and Jews to re-invent models of life in a pluralistic society. However, in view of ideas on inter-culturality and trans-culturality, terminology much in vogue today in cultural studies, I would like to make a case for a research model that hypothesises an array of distinct concepts on one side, and rival sets on the other side. I am mindful here of case studies that show limits to cultural exchange. We should distinguish between distinct cultural realities in order to perceive, census and situate these conceptual phenomena of trans-culturality or hybridity and discern how cultures are interpenetrating or, equally interesting, failing to interpenetrate despite their face to face array. Thus, we avoid a facile version of universalism instead of the piecemeal discovery of plurality. I have come to believe that this two-sidedness is the most important orientation one could or should bring to studies of the Venetian Ghetto’s cultural history.

Letter from rabbi Leone Modena

Molto Magnifico et Eccellente Signore

Hebbe una volta il nostro congresso musicale nome giustamente d’Accademia, perche’ erano alcuni non indegni d’esser connumerati tra musici e di voci e di mano. Era impresa tre salici con molti libretti di musicanti, istruimenti da suono appesi, col motto Cum recordaremur Sion, il concetto preso dal Salmo 136 Super flumina Babilonici, et il nome era de gli impediti, tutto per alluder all’infelice stato della captivita nostra che si impedisce d’ogni atto virtuoso la compitezza. Ma aggiunta si la disgrazia che l’anno della peste perdemmo i migliori suggetti che erano, ma compagnia rimase sola, all’hora non piu accademia, riservando il nome infatti poiché per comuni impedimenti rade volte siamo insieme e imperfettamente vien esercitata. Qual ella si sia, però gradisce vivamente il bon affetto che V.S. per una gentilissima sua delli 28 passato gli dimostra, egli promette viridico contracambio dolendoci

76. British Library, British Museum MS Or. 5395, f. 23. In this edition I sought to respect as much as possible Leone Modena’s original orthography. I normalised the ‘u’ into ‘v’, rendered titles in italics and in rare cases adapted the punctuation.

77. Add. interlin. giustamente.
78. Struck through: con ragione.
79. Add. interlin. v’.
80. Struck through: copiosa di Sigg ecc. […]
81. Struck through: del.
82. Add. interlin. no alcuni ad mano. Struck through: Hauea.
83. Struck through: due.
84. Add. interlin. lib.i di musicanti.
85. Corrects Dum.
86. Add. interlin. il concetto ad Babilonici. I correct fluminai, while leaving Babilonici.
87. Struck through: con.
88. Struck through: disgratia.
89. Modena refers to the bubonic plague of 1630, which had reduced Venetian population by one third (from 143,000 to ca. 95,334).
90. Struck through: e rimasta la nostra compagnia nostra.
91. Add. interlin. ma ad all’hora.
92. Add. interlin. riservando ad poiche. Struck through: imperfetta d’attori, e d’esercitio che rade volte.
molto piu a noi, non poter fruir della sua presenza fermamente\(^{93}\) in questa città\(^{94}\) che siamo sicuri che darebbe pienezza d’Armonia alle nostre insipidezze. Godremo così\(^{95}\) volontieri l’effetto della sua cortesia se ne farà parte de’ frutti maturi che saranno prodotti nella nova loro Academia che ne significa, poiché di quà non gli potemo offrir altro tanto non havendo pianta fertile di Compositori. Ma come sia sarà sempre da noi amato, stimato e raccordato degnamente. A quale nella sua memoria raccomandarci altresì\(^{96}\) gl’auguriamo dal S.re ogni felicità.

Venezia, 12 Agosto 3399\(^{97}\)
D. V.S. M.ca et ecc.te.
Affettissimi sempre
La Compagnia de’ Musici del Ghetto di Venezia

---

93. Struck through: con noi.
94. Add. interlin. in questa città.
95. Add. interlin. così.
96. Add. interlin. altresì.
97. I.e. 1639. In his letters Leone often puts the first part of the date in Gregorian style and the year according to the Jewish calendar.